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Career Fairy GmbH
Adresse
CareerFairy GmbH
WestHive Coworking
Hardturmstrasse 161
8005 Zürich

In Python
def CareerFairy(student, bored_of_job_ads = „TRUE“):
#define CareerFairy function
if (bored_of_job_ads == 1):
print(“Join our interactive company live streams,“ + student
+“!“)
elif (bored_of_job_ads == 0):
print(student + “, perhaps you need to scroll through some
more job-ads first!“)

Kontaktperson
Thomas Schulz
078 861 99 45
thomas@careerfairy.io
Arbeitsort
WestHive Coworking, Rocket
Hub (ETH Entrepreneur Club)

CareerFairy(„fellow coders“, 1) # output: = ?

Sprachen
Deutsch, Englisch, Französisch
Aktivitätsbereiche
Recruiting
Software Engineering
Web Engineering

We partner with the Career Centers of ETH Zurich, EPF Lausanne and
the Paul Scherrer Institute to host the live stream events.
k.A.
3

Offene Stellen
Total weltweit
Schweiz

k.A.
2

Praktikas
möglich
Teilzeit
möglich
Bachelor-/Masterarbeit
k.A.
careerfairy.io
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CareerFairy is a startup of graduates from ETH Zurich, launched
with the vision to connect students with employees that share their
background and that are currently working for some of the best
companies out there.
Our mission is to create the bridge between talents and employees
at work - anytime, anywhere. To do so, we have built a dynamic and
highly interactive live streaming platform where employees of a
company showcase to you their work, the life at the company and
answer all your questions. After finding out everything about the job
and meeting the team, you can then directly apply to the company’s
talent pool to be contacted for future opportunities by the company.

Mitarbeitende
Total weltweit
Schweiz

Jahresumsatz in Mio. CHF
k.A.

In English

We are always looking for talented engineers to join our mission and
help us in revolutionising the status quo of recruiting. If this sounds
like something you would enjoy, send us a message or step by for
coffee at our office!

Hades Technologies AG
About Hades
We are an ETH Spin-Off with a young and enthusiastic team of 9 computer scientists and environmental engineers, all current or former
ETH students. Our mission is to use machine learning to automatically detect damages in sewer inspection videos and tell cities when
and how to repair their sewage pipelines. By providing cities with
high-quality data about their infrastructure, we allow them to make
smarter decisions when maintaining their expensive infrastructure
and protect the environment from wastewater leakages.
Why join?
You work in a stimulating and fast-paced environment with the
chance to take on responsibility and are part of a motivated, fun and
supportive team. Your contribution is highly valued and has a
positive impact on society and the environment. Upon successful
completion of your work at Hades, you will have a career-boosting
reference of a fast growing startup in the field of artific ial intelligence.

Adresse
Hades Technologies AG
c/o ETH Zürich, ieLab
Stampfenbachstrasse 52
8092 Zürich
Schweiz
Kontaktperson
Eric Wolf
076 320 72 74
ew@hades.ai
Arbeitsort
Zurich
Sprachen
Deutsch, Englisch
Aktivitätsbereiche
Big Data
Computer Vision & Graphics
Machine Learning

Mitarbeitende
Total weltweit
Schweiz

k.A.
9

Offene Stellen
Total weltweit
Schweiz

k.A.
k.A.

Jahresumsatz in Mio. CHF
k.A.
Praktikas
möglich
Teilzeit
möglich
Bachelor-/Masterarbeit
möglich
hades.ai
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humanAIzed
Adresse
humanAIzed ag
Dejan Mircic
Bahnhofstrasse 64
8001 Zürich
Schweiz

Technology for humans.
Based on Artificial Intelligence.
We are a venture studio and we conceptualize, build, and scale ventures leveraged by AI technologies. Our unique setup, strong skillset and rich network of partners allows us to provide the technical
backbone, business know-how and the necessary financial backup
to build a product from vision to production deployment on an
industrial scale.

Kontaktperson
Dejan Mircic
076 459 66 18
dejan@humanaized.com

Our Mission
humanAIzed offers an end to end service for promising digital
products. Based on a lean and agile approach, we assist our product
development teams with financial backup, business know-how, and
leverage our business network to provide a lead customer in order to
test our products in the field as soon as possible.

Arbeitsort
Zürich
Sprachen
Deutsch, Englisch

Who we are
We are all techies at heart with an entrepreneurial mindset and a
background in engineering or data science. We love topics such as
machine learning, cloud computing and DevOps, and we are enthusiastic about shaping the future for humans in the age of Big Data. We
are constantly looking for talented and like-minded people to join
our growing team in Zurich. If you are looking for a new challenge we
would be delighted to get the opportunity to talk to you.

Aktivitätsbereiche
Machine Learning
Software Engineering
Other

Mitarbeitende
Total weltweit
Schweiz

k.A.
5

Offene Stellen
Total weltweit
Schweiz

k.A.
5.

Jahresumsatz in Mio. CHF
k.A.
Praktikas
möglich
Teilzeit
möglich
Bachelor-/Masterarbeit
möglich
humanaized.com
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Legartis
We are Legartis, a legal tech startup that changes the way contracts
are analyzed and managed efficiently. Corporate clients love our product, which means we are growing fast and are ambitious. Since our
inception in 2017 we have grown to more than 35 people and have
won various prizes such as being named by Forbes as one of the
best AI start-ups in the DACH region, the 1st prize from << Venture>>
in the software vertical, and many more.
Our mission
Our mission is simple: To be the prime legal tech company that
brings legal documents to life and makes information in documents
accessible and useful – for everyone in any language.
Legal AI requires a confederation of talent
From world-class product developers, business operations experts,
design professionals and legal experts, we celebrate the breadth
of perspectives, vision and expertise that are needed to build the
leading legaltech AI solutions of tomorrow.
We believe that amazing things can be achieved by a unified, talented
and prepared team. Our strengths are boosted by the unique traits of
its members who build their careers on many different backgrounds
and strongholds.

Adresse
Legartis
Michael Fetzer
Hohlstrasse 216
8004 Zürich
Switzerland
Kontaktperson
Michael Fetzer
+41 79 745 2743
michael@legartis.ai
Arbeitsort
Zürich und Lissabon
Sprachen
Englisch
Aktivitätsbereiche
Machine Learning
Software Engineering
Other

Our core values
Find the dragons: We are given a lot of space to raise ideas and innovate, pushing each other to reach our full potential.
Make heroes: We make time to help each other and stretch beyond
the boundaries of our roles.
All aboard: We debate, we challenge each other respectfully and
once a decision is made, we all hop on the train.
Join our Legartis talent force
It’s the Legartis team that makes us special because of our diverse
mix of talent and perspectives. Want to join us in Zurich or Lisbon?
Find out more on: www.legartis.ai/about-us

Mitarbeitende
Total weltweit
Schweiz

k.A.
5

Offene Stellen
Total weltweit
Schweiz

k.A.
5.

Jahresumsatz in Mio. CHF
k.A.
Praktikas
möglich
Teilzeit
möglich
Bachelor-/Masterarbeit
möglich
www.legartis.ai
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Nexus Venture AG
Adresse
Nexus Venture AG
Albisblick 13
6319 Allenwinden
Switzerland

We are the startup behind „Career Lunch“ and believe the best way
to experience a company is through their employees. At our core,
we develop a scalable technology that connects jobseekers with
people from the industry. On career-lunch.com students and young
professionals can apply for a lunch with an employee from one of
our partner companies. If qualified, they can meet in a small setting
(1-3 talents) directly at the workplace of the employee for an informal
lunch exchange. Our web platform automizes the coordination. Partner companies can grow their talent pool in a time- and cost-efficient
way and talents get to know the company and its culture authentically.

Kontaktperson
Raphael Haut
+4917662814206
raphael@career-lunch.com
Arbeitsort
Zürich

First launched in October, we already connected hundreds of talents
with partner companies such as PwC, Accenture, Ringier, and
Coca-Cola HBC. As of this semester, further companies such as Google, Bain & Company, Deloitte, Julius Bär and CERN are available
to meet over lunch as well.

Sprachen
Deutsch, Englisch
Aktivitätsbereiche
IT Solutions
Recruiting

Despite our recent history, we are already working with industry
leaders. We have high ambitions to grow further and are looking for
the right talent to join our team. Our tech team works mostly with
TypeScript, GraphQL and Kubernetes. Our business team covers all
other functions such as strategy, marketing, sales and UX/UI. Some
qualities we are looking for: fast learner, smart risk-taker, growth
mindset.

Mitarbeitende
Total weltweit
Schweiz

5
5

Offene Stellen
Total weltweit
Schweiz

k.A.
k.A:

Jahresumsatz in Mio. CHF
k.A.
Praktikas
möglich
Teilzeit
möglich
Bachelor-/Masterarbeit
k.A.
career-lunch.com
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Nortide
Nortide is a cryptocurrency market maker and broker. We provide
liquidity to exchanges, brokers and token projects and we help clients buy and sell crypto currencies. We have an in-house developed
trading system with connectivity to more than 30 cryptocurrency
exchanges around world.
Our team brings decades of experience from trading, banking and
technology. We are looking for talented and ambitious candidates
who are interested in launching their career in the crypto space.
Joining us as a Software Engineer
Work on our high-performance automated trading system, coded in
Java. Our system is built in-house. You participate in the full SDLC and
contribute significantly to the development of our technology.
We offer you the opportunity to learn more about:
•
writing high quality, safe and performant code
•
efficient usage of data structures and algorithms
•
Modern Java
•
Design patterns and best practices

Adresse
Nortide Capital AG
Chamerstrasse 12C
6300 Zug
Kontaktperson
Nadine Kenzelmann
nadine@nortidecapital.com
Arbeitsort
Sprachen
Englisch
Aktivitätsbereiche
Software Engineering
Proprietary Trading

Preferably, you have experience with Unix systems and basic
knowledge of Test-Driven Development. Any experience in Vert.X,
JavaFx, REST APIs, websockets, ProtoBuf and Gradle is appreciated.
Meet us at KontaktParty to tell us about your preferences and interests! We are looking forward to talking with you.

Mitarbeitende
Total weltweit
Schweiz

8
8

Offene Stellen
Total weltweit
Schweiz

2
2

Jahresumsatz in Mio. CHF
k.A.
Praktikas
k.A.
Teilzeit
k.A.
Bachelor-/Masterarbeit
k.A.
nortidecapital.com
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ONE PM
Adresse
ONE PM AG
Seestrasse 78
8703 Erlenbach

KNOW LESS, LEARN MORE
ONE PM enables Open Banking beyond Cash by seamlessly interfacing with custodian banks and overcoming missing standards in the
complex field of securities accounting with learning & scaling mechanisms. We are developing fast and need help turning our vision
into reality!

Kontaktperson
Christian Egli
christian.egli@one-pm.com
Xoana Janner
xoana.janner@one-pm.com

ONE PM the company – an aspiring fintech company, building a
cutting-edge application to revolutionize multi-banking asset management and financial data processing & interpretation. With a
wealth of experience in private banking, portfolio management systems, mathematics, user interface and database design, we both
know the needs of the financial industry and how to realise them.

Arbeitsort
Erlenbach, ZH
Sprachen
Deutsch, Englisch
Aktivitätsbereiche
Banks and Insurance Companies
IT Solutions
Software Engineering

ONE PM the team – We are a small but diverse team and always happy to meet motivated people from all backgrounds. We love the
challenge and have a lot of fun at work. By the way what type are
you: Do you store chocolate in the fridge or not?
YOU are – a young, driven, ambitious, diligent, proactive and
creative mind that wants to experience real startup life and is motivated & ready to contribute to disrupt the financial industry. Your
studies in any type of field are ongoing or recently completed. High
technical affinity, a structured & independent way of working and
some sense for usability are more important than your background.
We are always happy to meet motivated people from all backgrounds.
If you are interested meet us at the Kontaktparty

Mitarbeitende
Total weltweit
Schweiz

15
15

Offene Stellen
Total weltweit
Schweiz

k.A.
k.A.

Jahresumsatz in Mio. CHF
k.A.
Praktikas
möglich
Teilzeit
möglich
Bachelor-/Masterarbeit
möglich
www.one-pm.com
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uniqFEED
uniqFEED, a spin-off company of ETH Zurich, is a Zurich-based supplier for virtual advertising technology in sports with over 20 computer vision specialists. We offer highly innovative, groundbreaking,
and entirely software-based solutions to virtually overlay ads on
LED and static perimeter boards, which are added into live TV feeds.
Rights holders for live sports events (e.g., FIFA, football leagues,
ATP, MLB) can generate multiple independent feeds with customized
and targeted virtual advertisements. Sponsors in sports advertising
are currently restricted to a single message in their ads – mostly a
brand logo – in order to reach the customer base in all global markets. Now brands can send regionally targeted messages to their
customers using slogans in local languages. Sponsors can carefully
and selectively customize virtual advertising feeds for each regional market avoiding having to settle for one global ad message for
their advertising campaign. Further, physical advertising space can
now be sold to more than one brand and from within various coun
tries.Hence, viewers are targeted with ads that are relevant to them
and in languages they understand, with products they know from
local billboards, TV ads or social media campaigns.

Adresse
uniqFEED AG
Saegereistrasse 21
8152 Glattbrugg
Kontaktperson
David Hasenfratz
079 608 07 99
david.hasenfratz@uniqfeed.com
Arbeitsort
Zurich
Sprachen
Deutsch, Englisch
Aktivitätsbereiche
Computer Vision & Graphics
Software Engineering
Systems Engineering

Where are we?
•
Product ready for court sports, such as tennis, table tennis, and
badminton.
•
Latest live case at the Nitto ATP Finals in London reaching mil
lions of TV viewers.
•
Solution for US sports and football in development.
•
Company structures ready for substantial scaling (>70%
growth in 2019).
Why are we successful?
•
Only fully software-based solution provider in the field of vir
tual advertising with a proven track record.
•
No tampering with any perimeter boards, cameras or other
technical equipment, only camera signals and world feed need
to be accessed.
•
Cost-efficient operation (on-site, remote).
•
Scalability in sports and entertainment business worldwide

Mitarbeitende
Total weltweit
Schweiz

30
29

Offene Stellen
Total weltweit
Schweiz

10
10

Jahresumsatz in Mio. CHF
k.A.
Praktikas
nicht möglich
Teilzeit
möglich
Bachelor-/Masterarbeit
nicht möglich
www.uniqfeed.com
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Unit8 SA
Adresse
Chemin de Pre-Val 7
1110 MORGES

Solving the most impactful problems via Big D
 ata & AI.
Unit8 is a Swiss-based startup focused on solving problems of big industries like chemical, aviation, automotive and finance. We‘re a team
of engineers, data scientists and executives who previously worked
for silicon companies like Google, Amazon, Palantir or Microsoft. We
work with some of the biggest companies in the world to solve the
problems that directly affect their business - be it operations, finance,
manufacturing or R&D.

Kontaktperson
info@unit8.co
Arbeitsort
Zürich, Lausanne, Kraków (PL)
Sprachen
Englisch

Unit8 operates under a set of simple, yet powerful beliefs. We value
purpose and profit equally; we always put our customers first; and we
emphasize the team over the individual.

Aktivitätsbereiche
Big Data
Machine Learning
Software Engineering

Join us in case ...
•
You are excited about working with state-of-the-art technology
on projects with impact
•
You want to be part of experienced 10x engineering team
•
You like challenging work close to the domain and customer
•
You are interested in a tailor-made mentorship program to raise
to your next level
•
You want to take the next step to improve our world by AI for
good initiative
Want to know more about what and how we are doing things here?
See unit8.co
If you are interested send your CV to info@unit8.co
Sensational team, democratic tools, lightning-fast results, return on in
vestment. Always working side by side. Taskforce. Unit8

Mitarbeitende
Total weltweit
Schweiz

32
24

Offene Stellen
Total weltweit
Schweiz

6
6

Jahresumsatz in Mio. CHF
k.A.
Praktikas
möglich
Teilzeit
möglich
Bachelor-/Masterarbeit
möglich
unit8.co
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Verity AG
Verity is the global leader in autonomous indoor drone systems
and a leading provider of drone failsafe technology. Founded
in 2014, Verity‘s drones have completed more than 200,000 autonomous flights safely above people, in more than 100 venues in 20
countries worldwide. Verity’s drones have been used by some of
the world’s biggest names in entertainment, including Cirque du Soleil and Madison Square Garden, and in global tours of major artists
including Drake, Metallica and Céline Dion.

Adresse
Verity AG
Binzmühlenstrasse 81
8050 Zurich, Switzerland

Our software team works on a multitude of challenging and interesting tasks, such as implementing drivers for proprietary embedded
platform, defining robust and efficient communication protocols,
designing algorithms to retrieve, process, and analyze significant
amount of data, and implementing graphical user interfaces for control stations. Currently we have both internships and permanent
positions open in our software team. If you would like to work in an
interdisciplinary, international team of highly skilled people, then
have a look at our career site https://verity.ch/careers/ for more
details.

Arbeitsort
Zurich

Kontaktperson
Thea Weidemann
Talent Acquisition Manager
tweidemann@verity.ch

Sprachen
Englisch
Aktivitätsbereiche
Machine Learning
Software Engineering
Systems Engineering

We are looking forward to meeting you at Kontaktp
 arty 2020!

Mitarbeitende
Total weltweit
Schweiz

65
k.A.

Offene Stellen
Total weltweit
Schweiz

k.A.
k.A.

Jahresumsatz in Mio. CHF
k.A.
Praktikas
möglich
Teilzeit
möglich
Bachelor-/Masterarbeit
möglich
verity.ch
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